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Abstract—For better service provision and utilization of renewable energy, Internet service providers have already built
their data centers in geographically distributed locations. These
companies balance quality of service (QoS) revenue and power
consumption by migrating virtual machines (VMs) and allocating
the resource of servers adaptively. However, existing approaches
model the QoS revenue by service-level agreement (SLA) violation, and ignore the network communication cost and immigration time. In this paper, we propose a reinforcement learningbased adaptive resource management algorithm, which aims to
get the balance between QoS revenue and power consumption.
Our algorithm does not need to assume prior distribution of
resource requirements, and is robust in actual workload. It
outperforms other existing approaches in three aspects: 1) The
QoS revenue is directly modeled by differentiated revenue of
different tasks, instead of using SLA violation. 2) For geodistributed data centers, the time spent on VM migration and
network communication cost are taken into consideration. 3) The
information storage and random action selection of reinforcement
learning algorithms are optimized for rapid decision making.
Experiments show that our proposed algorithm is more robust
than the existing algorithms. Besides, the power consumption of
our algorithm is around 13.3% and 9.6% better than the existing
algorithms in non-differentiated and differentiated services.
Index Terms—Geo-distributed data centers; Differentiated services; QoS revenue; Power consumption; Reinforcement learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the development of cloud computing, Microsoft,
Google, Amazon and other companies have already built their
data centers and provided their own cloud services to the
public. For better service provision and use of renewable
energy, data centers are generally deployed in geographically
distributed locations [1]. More and more tasks with different
quality of service (QoS) requirements have been submitted
to the data centers for processing. The QoS directly affects
user’s satisfaction, and service provider’s business future [2].
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Meanwhile, the power consumption and CO2 emissions of
data centers are increasing with the rapid rise of the amount
of tasks [3], [4].
In order to find the balance between QoS revenue and power
consumption, varies of models have been proposed. However,
adaptive resource management of differentiated services in
geo-distributed data centers has been so far addressed in
isolation. In the area of adaptive resource management, recent
studies have focused primarily on assuming prior distribution
of resource requirements [5], [6] or learning resource requirements based on history utilization [7], [8]. For the former,
as the network environment is unstable in reality, it seems
impossible for us to assume an accurate prior distribution of
resource requirements [7]. For the latter, they formulate the
balance between QoS revenue and power consumption and
propose corresponding heuristic algorithms. However, these
algorithms are suffered from curse of dimension in solving
large-scale Markov decision process (MDP) problems [7].
Besides, they mainly model QoS revenue by service-level
agreement (SLA) violation or other similar ways [7], [8].
Under SLA violation, any task gets zero revenue when no
violation happens and has the same linear gain loss of delay.
Moreover, most of them ignore the time spent on VM migration and network communication cost, which are important
issues in geo-distributed data centers.
For the low latency characteristic of data centers and
the instability of the actual network environment, the lowcomplexity and high-robustness should be taken into account
in algorithm design. Besides, the first-order transition probability of the VMs’ resource demands is also quasi-static
for a long period and non-uniformly distributed by properly
choosing the time-slot duration [7]. Therefore, it is suitable for
us to adopt reinforcement learning algorithms in finding such
balance, which are algorithms with low computational complexity based on Markov chain model [9]. Among varieties of
reinforcement learning algorithms, Q-learning algorithm [10]

has the advantage in rapid decision making. However, the huge
size of state and action set, and the random action selection
strategy of traditional Q-learning algorithm makes traditional
algorithm infeasible to solve large-scale MDP problems [7].
Therefore, we have to reduce the size of the sets and optimize
random action selection.
In this paper, we regard resource management as a stochastic
optimization problem. We utilize the Markov property of
differentiated QoS revenue and power consumption, and as a
result, adopt the Markov chain in modeling. Our contributions
can be summarized as follows:
• We formulate the resource allocation problem of differentiated services in geo-distributed data centers as
an infinite horizon MDP problem with an objective to
finding tradeoff of QoS revenue and power consumption.
Different from the existing algorithms, the QoS revenue
is directly modeled by differentiated revenue of different
tasks, instead of using SLA violation. Besides, the time
spent on VM migration and network communication cost
are also taken into consideration for geo-distributed data
centers.
• We propose a reinforcement learning based adaptive
resource management algorithm in solving such problem,
which fits with geo-distributed data centers for lowcomplexity and high-robustness requirements. Moreover,
information storage and random action selection are
optimized for large-scale MDP problems. Besides, the
convergence of our algorithm is also analyzed.
• We conduct detailed simulations in CloudSim [11] based
on real world workload trace. The experimental results
show that the average power consumption of our algorithm can be reduced by up to 13.3% and 9.6%
when compared with the existing algorithms in nondifferentiated and differentiated services, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we model the geo-distributed data centers, formulate
and analyze the resource allocation problem of differentiated
services. Then, our algorithm is described in Section III. The
experimental setup and experimental results of our algorithm
are described in Section IV. Our conclusion is in Section V.
II. M ODELING AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
We consider a three-layer geo-distributed data centers with
servers S = {s1 , ..., sM } and VMs V = {v1 , ..., vN },
which is shown in Fig. 1. The location, resource constraints,
resource required, and resource allocated of si at time t
are denoted as li , ci , ri (t), and ai (t), respectively. Besides,
we let mii , pi (t), pri (t), li (t), ri (t), and ai (t) denote million
instructions (MI), QoS revenue (when finished at t), progress
rate, location, resource required, and resource allocated of the
task in vi at t, respectively. The data flow between these three
layers are transmitted by core switch, aggregation switches
and top-of-rack (ToR) switches, respectively [12].
All VMs located in si ∈ S share the physical resources
of this server. Virtual machine monitor (VMM) dynamically
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Fig. 1. Typical geo-distributed data centers architecture

monitors rj (t) of vj located in si , and determines how
resources are allocated. If ri (t) > ci , aj (t) < rj (t), resulting
in a performance decrease.
B. Problem Formulation
Our target is to find the best balance between QoS revenue
RQoS (t) and power consumption RP ower (t) until t. Therefore, total revenue R(t) is defined as
R(t) = RQoS (t) + kRP ower (t),
where k is the weight of power consumption.
As for RQoS (t), existing algorithms mainly model it by
SLA violation [8]. However, SLA violation of each VM is the
same in SLA violation modeling. This is not consistent with
the fact that different tasks have different QoS requirements.
Therefore, we directly model RQoS (t) by the profit of each
task at different finishing time, which is shown as
RQoS (t) =

Z X
N

pi (t)1{pri (t) = 1}dt.

(1)

i=1

For si , if ai (t) > 0, its power consumption RP ower (t) is
proportional to resource utilization as [13]

Z X
M 
ai (t)
RP ower (t) = −
pei + (pmi − pei )
dt,
ci
i=1

(2)

where pei and pmi represent the power consumption of 0%
and 100% CPU utilization of si , respectively. Otherwise, si ≈
0 [7].
Therefore, our problem is defined as follows:
Problem 1. The adaptive resource management allocation
problem of differentiated services in geo-distributed data centers:
max
s.t.

R(t) = RQoS (t) + kRP ower (t)
ai (t)≤ ci ,
i = 1, 2, ..., M
PN
,
ai (t)= j=1 1{lj (t) = i}aj (t) i = 1, 2, ..., M

C. Problem Analysis
In this problem, both RQoS (t) and RP ower (t) can be represented as the addition of R̄QoSi (Tj ) of vi and R̄P oweri (Tj )
of si during j th time-slot Tj , which are shown as
RQoS (Tk ) =

N X
k
X

R̄QoSi (Tj ),

(3)

i=1 j=1
t0 +jT

where tstarti , tf ini are the start time and finishing time of vi ,
respectively. As a result, r QoSi (Tj ) is obtained as
r QoSi (Tj ) = pri (t0 + jT ) × p̂i (Tj )
− pri (t0 + (j − 1)T ) × p̂i (Tj−1 ).
Therefore,
ri =

Z
R̄QoSi (Tj ) =

pi (t)1{pri (t) = 1}dt,

(4)

(8)

N
X

r QoSj (Ti ) − k

j=1

M
X

r P owerj (Ti ).

j=1

t0 +(j−1)T

RP ower (Tk ) =

M X
k
X

R̄P oweri (Tj ),

(5)

i=1 j=1

and
Z

t0 +jT

R̄P oweri (Tj ) = −
t0 +(j−1)T



ai (t)
dt,
pei + (pmi − pei )
ci
(6)

where t0 is the start time of the system, and T is the length
of each time-slot. Therefore, RQoS (Tk ) and RP ower (Tk ) are
shown as
RQoS (Tk ) = R̄QoS (Tk ) + RQoS (Tk−1 ),
RP ower (Tk ) = R̄P ower (Tk ) + RP ower (Tk−1 ).
We adopt Q-learning algorithm [10] in solving this problem.
The learning rule is shown as
Q(Sj−1 , Aj−1 ) = (1 − α)Q(Sj−1 , Aj−1 )


+α r j−1 + γ max Q(Sj , Aj ) ,

(7)

Aj

where Sj , Aj , r j , α, and γ represent the state, action, reward
function, learning rate, and discount parameter of Tj , respectively.
III. R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING BASED A DAPTIVE
R ESOURCE M ANAGEMENT
A. Q-learning Settings
From Eqs. (1), (2), we can conclude the state set S as S =
{Pr = {pr1 , ..., prN }, L = {l1 , ..., lN }, R = {r1 , ..., rN }}.
Besides, the action set A = {L} = {l1 , ..., lN }. The reward function r j contains the reward of power consumption r poweri (Tj ) of si and QoS revenue r QoSi (Tj ) of vi .
r poweri (Tj ) can be calculated by Eq. (6). However, for
r QoSi (Tj ), Eq. (4) only gets the revenue when task is finished,
which can not reflect the progress of the task in time. Instead,
we define r QoSi (Tj ) based on estimated QoS revenue p̂i (Tj )
of vi after Tj , which is defined as


pi (tf ini ), t0 + (j − 1)T <!tf ini ≤ t0 + jT





p t + jT + 1−pri (t0 +jT ) ,
i
0
pri (t0 +jT )
p̂i (Tj ) =
,
jT −tstart
i



0 < pri (t0 + jT ) < 1




0,
others

where r QoSi (Tj ), r P owerj (Ti ) are obtained as Eqs. (8) and
(6), respectively.
In this problem, it seems impossible for us to handle such
a huge Q-matrix in large-scale MDP problems. Therefore, the
optimization of Q-matrix storage and calculation is the first
issue. Meanwhile, the system will sometimes chooses a very
bad action, so the second issue is how to optimize random
action selection. The analysis and corresponding optimization
methods of these two issues are proposed in the next part.
B. Algorithm Optimization
1) Optimization of Q-matrix: In here, Q-matrix can be
transformed to Ω = {ω1 , ..., ωk }, k ≤ M. ωi stores a state
Si , a set of corresponding actions Ai = {Ai1 , ..., Ail }, l ≤ N
and Q-values Qi = {Qi1 , ..., Qil }, l ≤ N .
Since only part of the knowledge of Q-matrix is stored,
allocation decision is made based on the similar state in Ω.
For Pr and R, Pearson correlation coefficient Γ and Euclidean
distance D can be used to calculate the similarity.
We first set similarity threshold of R and Pr as thr =
{thΓr , thDr } and thpr = {thΓpr , thDpr } in both Γ and D.
Then, for each new state S, Γr (S, Si ), Γpr (S, Si ), Dr (S, Si ),
and Dpr (S, Si ) (i = {1, ..., k}) are calculated. The
state Si ∈ Ω is called an alternative state, which lets
Γr (S, Si ) ≥ thΓr , Γpr (S, Si ) ≥ thΓpr , Dr (S, Si ) ≤ thDr and
Dpr (S, Si ) ≤ thDpr .
All the alternative states are put into the set Θ. As massive
migration of VMs would lead to severe network congestion,
we set thresholds thT oR , thaggr , thcore of each layer’s transit
data in a time-slot. The states with massive data transit are
removed from Θ and at last the action in Θ with maximum
Q-value is chosen. If Θ = ∅ after removal, the action will be
chosen randomly.
Meanwhile, A is also in non-polynomial size. For locations,
D is used to measure the similarity. Similarly, threshold
thDaction is defined for the action. Then for each new action
A, we calculate D(A, Aij ), j ≤ l for corresponding item ωi .
If ∃m, D(A, Aim ) ≤ D(A, Aij ) ≤ thDaction , j ≤ l, we regard
A as Aim . Otherwise, A will be added to corresponding ω
(l < N ), or replace the most similar one (l = N ).
2) Optimization of Random Action Selection: We analyze the random action selection of under-utilized, normalutilized and over-utilized servers. For under-utilized or
normal-utilized servers, our purpose is to reduce power consumption by migrating all the VMs to other non-empty servers,
without any over-utilized servers addition. Meanwhile, for

over-utilized servers, our purpose is to reduce utilization by
migrating some VMs to other servers. First of all, we set overutilized threshold thover in advance and calculate estimated
migration revenue r̂ migi (Tj ) of si during Tj .
Under-utilized or normal-utilized servers: r̂ migi (Tj ) is
obtained as
r̂ migi (Tj ) = kr P oweri (Tj ) − r̂ mti (Tj ) − kr̂ pci (Tj ),

(9)

where r̂ mti (Tj ), r̂ pci (Tj ) are the estimated QoS revenue loss
and power consumption due to migration, respectively.
For r̂ mti (Tj ), the transmission delay and the propagation
delay are taken into consideration. For the former, as the
bottleneck of transmission is ToR switches, the bandwidth
of ToR switches is used to calculate the transmission delay.
For the latter, we estimate the destination of migrated VM by
expected location. For si , weight wk (k 6= i) is assigned for
sk . If sk is empty, wk = 0. Otherwise, wk is obtained as
)
(
ai (t0 +jT )
ak (t0 + jT ) + #V
M in si
.
wk = max 0, thover −
ck
Therefore, r̂ mti (Tj ) is obtained as
P
wk ×lk
− li
k6=i wk
ai (t0 + jT )
+
,
r̂ mti (Tj ) =
8
3 × 10 m/s
bwT oR
where bwT oR is the bandwidth of ToR switch.
Similarly, we calculate r̂ pci (Tj ) as
X wk × (pm − pe ) ai (t0 + jT )
k
k
×
.
r̂ pci (Tj ) =
wk
ci

(10)

(11)

Over-utilized servers: r̂ migi (Tj ) is obtained as
(12)

vk ∈Ψi (Tj )

−pk t0 + jT +



1 − prk (t0 + jT )
prk (t0 +jT )
jT −tstartk

×

ai (t0 +jT )
ri (t0 +jT )

×

1
thover

Case ii: Some VMs need to be migrated to some empty
servers. Mi is separated into two parts (Mi = {Mi1 , Mi2 }),
where only VMs in Mi1 can be migrated to non-empty servers.
For Mi1 , r̂ mtMi1 (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi1 (Tj ) can be also calculated by
Eqs. (10) and (11), where wk is obtained in (13). For Mi2 , a
set of empty servers Ni need to be found in advance (Ni ⊂ S),
which satisfies
"
!#
X
Ni = arg min r̂ mtMi2 (Tj ) + k r̂ pcMi2 (Tj ) +
p ek .
Ni

sk ∈Ni

(14)

In this case, minMi r̂ mtMi (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi (Tj ) satisfies

min r̂ mtMi (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi (Tj ) = r̂ mtMi1 (Tj ) + r̂ mtMi2 (Tj )
Mi
!
X
+ k r̂ pcMi1 (Tj ) + r̂ pcMi2 (Tj ) +
pek .
sk ∈Ni

After calculating r delayi (Tj ) for each server, we try to
migrate the VMs of the servers from high estimated migration
revenue to low estimated migration revenue until some servers
can not be migrated or get negative revenue. The destination
of each migrated vi is obtained as

,

P
where ri (t) = vk ∈Ψi (Tj ) rk (t).
We find the best migration set Mi , which obeys
min r̂ mtMi (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi (Tj ).
Mi

As the number of VM in a server is relatively small, we simply
enumerate some subsets of Ψi (Tj ) to find such Mi . Since
the destination can be empty server, there exists two cases in
computing r̂ mtMi (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi (Tj ).
Case i: All the VMs in Mi can be migrated to other nonempty servers without any over-utilized server addition. In this

ksk − li (t0 + jT )k
3 × 108 m/s
− pek ) × ri (t0 + jT ) + ι,

desi = arg min

sk ∈Λi

+ k(pmk

where r delayi (Tj ) is the QoS loss of si during
Tj andP Mi is the migration set of si (Mi
⊂
Ψi (Tj ), vk ∈{Ψi (Tj )−Mi } rk (t0 + jT ) ≤ ci , where Ψi (Tj ) is
the set of VMs located in si at the beginning of Tj ).
Besides, r delayi (Tj ) is calculated as
X
r delayi (Tj ) =
[p̂k (Tj )


(13)

(15)

k6=i

r̂ migi (Tj ) = r delayi (Tj )

− minMi r̂ mtMi (Tj ) + kr̂ pcMi (Tj ) ,

case, r̂ mtMi (Tj ) and r̂ pcMi (Tj ) can also be calculated as Eq.
(10) and (11), where wk is similarly obtained as
P


rl (t0 +jT )
l ∈Mi


ak (t0 + jT ) + v#V
M in Mi
.
wk = max 0, thover −


ck

(16)

where Λ is the set of feasible destination servers and ι is a
random variable.
IV. E XPERIMENT
A. Experiment Settings
Our algorithm is implemented in the CloudSim simulator [11]. We create 25 data centers and deploy them in a 5 × 5
grid in simulator. The distance between adjacent grid is 1km.
In each data center, there exists 5 heterogeneous servers of
two types: HP ProLiant G4 and HP ProLiant G5.
We randomly choose 125 workload of nine days during
2011 of the CoMon project [14]. We test our algorithm in
both differentiated and non-differentiated services. In nondifferentiated services, we assume that p1 (t0 + jT ) = ... =
pN (t0 + jT ) = 500 − j, while we put tasks to five types
(type = {1, 2, ..., 5}) randomly in differentiated services. The
QoS revenue of each type is p(t0 + jT ) = 500 − 18 × 2type × j.
As for parameters, for each vi , mii = 2.16 × 108 . Besides, we set the parameter M = 106 , N = 103 of Ω,
thΓ = 0.85, thD = 2, and thover = 0.9 [15]. For these
three types of switches, we set thT oR = 10Gbps, thaggr =

Algorithm 2 Random action selection
Input: Learning parameter ι
Output: Action A
1: migrateF ailF lag = f alse
2: repeat
3:
for each server sk do
4:
if rk (t0 + jT ) ≤ thover || !similarStateF lag then
5:
Update action Aj
6:
Calculate r̂ migi (Tj ) by Eq. (9)
7:
else
8:
Calculate Mk and Nk by Eq. (14) and (15)
9:
Calculate r̂ migi (Tj ) by Eq. (12)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
Find server s(k) with maximum r̂ migi (Tj )
13:
if r(k) (t0 + jT ) ≤ thover then
14:
Calculate desl (vl ∈ Ψk (Tj )) by Eq. (16)
15:
else
16:
Calculate desl1 and desl2 (vl1 ∈ Mk1 , vl2 ∈ Mk2 )
by Eq. (16)
17:
end if
18:
if ∃vr , desr = ∅ then
19:
migrateF ailF lag = true
20:
end if
21: until migrateF ailF lag
22: end
4
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1) Performance with different k: The algorithm performance with different k of non-differentiated and differentiated
services of sample workload on Mar. 3rd is shown in Fig. 2 and
3, respectively. Besides, the total revenue of non-differentiated
and differentiated services are demonstrated in 4 (a) and
4 (b), respectively. Compared with existing algorithms, our
algorithm can adapt the change of k. In Fig. 2 (a) and 3 (a),
when k is small enough, the QoS revenue of our algorithm
is bigger than existing algorithms. Besides, in Fig. 2 (b) and
3 (b), when k is big enough, the power consumption of our
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20Gbps, thcore = 40Gbps, which are traditional settings
shown in Singh et al. [16].
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and local regression (LR) algorithms proposed in Beloglazov
et al. [15].
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive resource management
Input: Learning parameter α, , γ, ι
Output: Action A
1: Initialize Ω to be empty list
2: for each time slice Tj do
3:
Observe the current state Sj
4:
Calculate reward r j−1
5:
Update corresponding Q-value Q by Eq. (7)
6:
similarStateF lag = f alse
7:
if ∃ω similar with Sj then
8:
similarStateF lag = true
9:
else if |Ω| < M then
10:
Add this state to Ω
11:
similarStateF lag = true
12:
else
13:
Replace the most similar state with Sj
14:
end if
15:
Generate random number ϕ
16:
if ϕ ≥  then
17:
Aj = randomActionSelection(ι)
18:
if ∃ action similar with Aj then
19:
Find the most similar action
20:
else if |ω| < N then
21:
Add this action to ω
22:
else
23:
Replace the most similar action with Aj
24:
end if
25:
else
26:
Find action Aj with maximum revenue and sufficient
transit network bandwidth
27:
if Aj = ∅ then
28:
goto 17
29:
end if
30:
end if
31: end for
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algorithm is smaller than existing algorithms. In Fig. 4 (a) and
4 (b), our algorithm is more robust than the existing methods,
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reinforcement learning based adaptive resource management
algorithm is proposed and optimized for fast decision-making.
Experiments show that our algorithm is more stable than other
existing algorithms, and can get balance for differentiated
services. In the future, we may consider the adaptive resource
management of differentiated services in fog data centers,
which is also a sort of geo-distributed data centers. Besides,
we may do some research on deep reinforcement learning
algorithms in finding such balance.
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and it can achieve the better tradeoff between differentiated
QoS revenue and power consumption.
2) Performance with different workload: Fig. 5 and 6
demonstrate the algorithm performance with different workload of non-differentiated and differentiated services of sample
workload in Stone et al. [14]. Fig. 5 shows that with nearly
equivalent average QoS revenue in non-differentiated services,
our algorithm can reduce the average power consumption by
13.3%. Meanwhile, Fig. 6 further shows that our algorithm can
cut off 9.6% power consumption in differentiated services.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the adaptive resource management
of differentiated services in geo-distributed data centers. The
shortage of modeling QoS by SLA violation is analyzed,
and we model it directly through differentiated revenue. A
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